
we’re keeping contra costa moving

With a bottom-up governing structure, Contra Costa 
Transportation Authority (CCTA) directly engages local residents 
and governments to inform our work. Using award-winning 
web tools developed by CCTA, thousands of residents have 
expressed their priorities for the improvements they want to see, 
guiding CCTA’s decisions and increasing our engagement with 
the public.

Contra Costa Transportation 
Authority’s (CCTA) “Keep Contra 

Costa Moving” web tool was honored 
with the 2015 Digital Government 
Achievement Award for the most 
innovative use of social media in 

citizen engagement.

CITIZEN 
ENGAGEMENT

Contra Costa continues to invest in infrastructure and 
programs that keep people moving and the economy 
humming. Combining long-range planning, deep public 
engagement, and cutting-edge technology, we’re 
helping position Contra Costa for a vibrant future.

Contra Costa is diverse, including rural farm 
communities, suburban neighborhoods, 
and urban cores. Across the board, we’re 
improving how everyone gets around.

Meeting the multitude of needs requires 
thoughtful planning and investing in transit, 
open space, accessibility, and building 
roads for all modes. This means improving 
our streets and highways while investing in 
transit and safe passages for pedestrians 
and bicyclists. 

COUNTY-WIDE 
INVESTMENT



GoMentum Station in Concord, CA is where Contra 
Costa Transportation Authority (CCTA) and its partners 
lead and facilitate a collaborative consortium aimed 
at accelerating the next generation of transportation 
technologies and revolutionizing mobility as we know it. 
Learn more: gomentumstation.net

REDEFINING MOBILITY

One of CCTA’s most critical responsibilities is 
serving as a steady steward of taxpayer dollars. 
As the agency tasked with managing the delivery 
of transportation programs and projects, CCTA  is 
required to maintain a high level of accountability to 
Contra Costa voters.

Our prudent management of public dollars ensures 
that we’re consistently delivering transportation 
improvements that meaningfully enhance the quality 
of life for county residents. CCTA operates with a 
1% cap on our agency’s administrative expenses, 
meaning minimum overhead for maximum project 
delivery.

For our sound financial 
stewardship, CCTA 
has been awarded 
the Government 
Finance Officers 
Association Certificate 
of Achievement for 
Excellence in Financial 
Reporting award for three 
years running.

CCTA is rated AAA from Fitch Ratings-- 
the highest bond rating attainable!

2999 Oak Road, Suite 100
Walnut Creek, CA
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COUNTY

@CCTA 
ccta.net/youtube

/ContraCostaTransportationAuthority

Population 1 Million +

Diverse Demographically, 
economically, and 
geographically

Location: Eastern suburb 
of the San Francisco Bay 
Area
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